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Radhika Parameswaran

Coverage of "Bride Burning"

in the Dallas Observer:

A Cultural Analysis of the "Other"

February17,1994, Thursday
My feminist theory class met today at the library.I listened to the
reference librarian, who was giving us information on feminist
sources in the library.She began talking about feminist journals
from foreign countries.She picked up the feminist journalManushi
from India and said, "I read this two or three times a year, when I
feel bad or depressed. After reading this, I feel much better about
my own situation. I encourage all of you to read this." I looked at
her and felt a strange and inexplicablepain and a feeling of numbness. Undoubtedly,she was trying to be nice. She was doing her bit
to motivate students to read about women of other countries.Then,
why was I angry?
And what does this incident in my personal life have to do with
the coverage of a "bride burning" case in the Dallas Observer,the topic
of this paper? Plenty. Although I could not name the phenomenon that
took place at the library (racism seemed inadequate), later it came to me
like a flash, crystal clear. This was what "othering" was all about. What
the librarian did openly and overtly was what lurked within the text of
the article I analyze in this paper. The reference librarian located Indian
women firmly within an oppressive framework and distanced their
experiences from her own by viewing them as much more oppressed
than women like her who live in the "progressive" Western world.
What are the consequences of identifying the experiences of third
world women with patriarchal oppression alone?1 Chandra Talpade
Mohanty, an Indian feminist scholar, explores the production of "third
? 1996by Frontiers
Editorial
Collective.
Copyright
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world woman" in Westernfeminist discourse and asks what the prevailing image of third world women as victims of oppressive traditional structuresdoes to their agency.2She argues that acknowledging
differencein termsof oppressionmay be a step forwardfromuniversalizing Westernwhite middle-class women's experiences yet continues
the ethnocentrism of postcolonialism.The framework of "traditional
oppression" makes Western feminists the only feminist subjectsand
objectifiesthirdworld women as victims. It renderstheirexperiencesas
"exotic"and "different,"and allows violence to become a characteristic
of "them"(thirdworld societies)and not "us"(Westernsocieties).
It is this same distancing, the same "us" versus "them,"that we
see recurringthroughoutthe DallasObserver'scoverage of the death of
Aleyamma Mathew,a member of the Indian diasporiccommunity living in the United States.3Although ChandraMohantymakes her arguments in the context of Western feminist writing on third world
women, much of what she has to say is relevant for my critique of
Westernmedia discourse and how it chooses to cast Indian women as
victims of male violence. The articlein the DallasObserverattempts to
probe in depth the neglected issue of domestic violence in the Indian
community and is thereforein a sense breakingthe silence around this
issue. However, what is problematic is that we find Indian culture
being essentialized and defined as a patriarchal culture that only
oppresses women. Analyzing the tendency of the media to essentialize
the thirdworld, a strategythat ultimatelyserves to cast the thirdworld
as "other,"Peter Dahlgren and Sumitra Chakrapaniobserve: "Incessant glimpses of disorder and violence serve as a reminder that these
societies continue to act out their essential character;they are virtually
driven by violence. 'We,' on the other hand, the industrialized West,
are typified by order and stability,a higher form of civilization."4Dahlgren and Chakrapanisuggest that the problemis not only that violence
in the third world is always the center of attention in the media, but it
is also the way in which the media presentviolent situations:"Devoid
of social, political, and historicalcausation,the manifestationsof disorder and violence take on the quality of eternal essences which define
the nature of these countries.'That'sjust the way they are.'"5
In this paper, I argue that the Dallas Observer constructs
Aleyamma Mathew as the "other"by framing her death as the natural
and inevitable consequence of oppression stemming from Indian culture and tradition.Discussing the challenge postcolonial scholars pose
to "mimetictheories of representation,"Keya Ganguly,an Indian feminist scholar,writes:
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Among the most importantargumentsoffered from these quarters
is the insistence on the need to shift debates on representationfrom
the terrainof truth or transparencyto a considerationof "regimes"
of representation;that is, to a specificationof the machineriesand
discourses that constitute both the possibility of representing an
"other"[my emphasis] and the criteriaby which such representations function in the field of knowledge.6
Taking the analytical direction pointed out by Keya Ganguly, I focus the
discussion in this paper on the Observer's exoticization and "othering"
of Mathew's death. It is important to critique media representations of
non-Western cultures not merely because they may be false or stereotyped, but because "representation as ideology"7 constitutes and
defines the creation and production of knowledge about these cultures.8 As Sander Gilman says in his book Seeing the Insane, "We do not
see the world, rather we are taught by representations of the world
about us to conceive of it in a culturally acceptable manner."9 While this
paper focuses on dismantling the process by which the Observer constructs Aleyamma Mathew as the "other," I also point out instances
where more attention and sensitivity could have been paid to differences between Western and Indian cultures. I analyze how the Observer,
by focusing on the oppression of women as a universal element of
Indian culture, objectifies Indian women, including Aleyamma, and
produces a seamless, homogenous image of a diverse community. Further, I also briefly examine how the urge to portray her as a victim
undermines Aleyamma's struggles and denies her human agency.
The problems with media representations of India or Indians in
the United States media are undoubtedly influenced by Western perceptions of India acquired through mainstream media representations.
A study of representations of India in the United States print media,
conducted in Bloomington, Indiana, shows that in The New YorkTimes,
Time,National Geographic,The Economist,and local Bloomington papers
three themes dominated: "India as over-populated and impoverished,
India as exotic and primitive, and India as a land of turmoil."10 In discussing the United States's media's coverage of violent situations in
India, Wes Cecil, Pranav Jani, and Stacy Takacs note that the pervasiveness of reporting on religious riots and political unrest "naturalizes"
these events as endemic to India. Further, they also find that the media
exacerbate the problem by pathologizing and essentializing violence in
India through the indiscriminate use of words and phrases such as
"hurricanes of hate," "primal violence," and "bor in blood."
The persistence of depictions of India as impoverished, exotic, and
violent in the United States mass media serve not only to constitute
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India as a "backward" third world country, but also to reinforce the
superiority of Western civilization. Chandra Mohanty points out that:
Withoutthe overdetermineddiscourse that creates the thirdworld,
therewould be no (singularand privileged) firstworld. Withoutthe
"thirdworld woman," the particularself-presentationof Western
women mentioned above [Westernwomen as secular, liberated,
having control over their lives] would be problematical.I am suggesting, then, that the one enables and sustains the other.1l
I suggest, similarly, that media representations of India in the United
States cast India as chaotic and primitive not only to exoticize India but
also to reify the modernity and stability of Western nations.
The coverage of Aleyamma's death by the Dallas Observerindicates
that the problem is twofold: that the media in the United States tend to
cover minority communities only when acts of "deviance" take place,
and the manner in which the "deviance" is portrayed. As an Indian
feminist it is troubling for me to note the rigid framework of "Indian
tradition" within which the Dallas Observerlocates Aleyamma Varughese's death. Such a framework freezes the image of Indian women into
a series of metaphors and renders them solely as victims of Indian culture, thereby distancing Aleyamma's experiences from the experiences
of women of other cultures and preventing an examination of crucial
issues common to the lives of most women subjected to violence.
I begin the paper by locating Aleyamma Mathew as a member of
the Indian/South Asian diasporic community in the United States, discuss the image of this community, and present the perception of
domestic violence in the community. I then identify critical elements in
Aleyamma's life that are neglected due to this focus on the "horrors" of
Indian culture and provide some suggestions for culturally sensitive
approaches to covering issues related to the Indian community.
Aleyamma Mathew: A Brief History
Aleyamma Mathew, a registered nurse at Parkland Hospital in
Carrolton, Texas, died of bum wounds at her home in the same town
on April 5, 1992. Aleyamma was the wife of Mathew Varughese, a
machinist at the Texas Instruments Plant in Carrolton. The couple had
emigrated to the United States from India two decades previously and
by 1992 had three daughters - Dixie, Deepa, and Dimple. Aleyamma
and Mathew were both Christians from Kerala, a state in the southenmost part of India. According to the Dallas Observer,the couple had
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been having marital problems since 1987, when Mathew Varughese
began consuming huge quantitiesof alcohol and often abused his wife
verbally and physically.Mattersbetween the couple came to a head on
April 5, when Mathew and Aleyamma had a bitter argument at about
11:30p.m. Minutes later Aleyamma was found by her children, writhing in pain from the flames that engulfed her. She soon succumbed to
severe wounds inflicted by the burning flames of ignited gasoline that
had been poured over her body.
The Indian Diaspora in the United States:A Growing Community
Aleyamma Mathew and her family are part of the growing
Indian diasporic community in the United States, which in the 1990s
is one of the fastest growing immigrant groups. According to the
Bureauof the Census, thereare 815,447Indian Americansliving in the
United States, and this group has one of the most rapid growth rates
among Asian groups.12The Indian population increased by a record
125.6percent since the 1980census, surpassed only by the Vietnamese
population rise of 134.8 percent.13While Indians have been emigrating to the United States since WorldWarI, it was only with the liberalization of the immigration law in 1965 that large numbers of Indians
began arriving.14
The wave of immigration in the 1960s to countries in the West
such as the United States consisted largely of educated and technically
qualified people. The exodus of educated Indians from India to the
United States has been called "braindrain."15GayatriSpivak, a noted
Indian feminist and literarycritic,who belongs to the group of Indians
who came to the United Statesduring the sixties, points out that "The
Indian community in the United States is the only coloured community which came in with the brain drain. This is quite different from
Indians and Pakistanis in Britain, and certainly very different from
Indians of the Afro-Caribbeandiaspora."16
For this reason, the Indian community in the United States has
been quite visible in universities, corporations, hospitals, computer
firms, large manufacturing companies, and other white-collar jobs.
Since the 1980s, Indians have also become owners of businesses such
as motels, liquor stores,gas stations,and convenience stores, especially
in largercities such as New York,Dallas, and San Francisco.The economic success of the Indian community in the United States, coupled
with the low incidence of violence, drug abuse, and other crime in the
community,has produced a positive image of Indian Americans as a
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fairly successful and productive immigrantpopulation.17This positive
image of the Indian diasporic community,however, is not seamless, a
fact that becomes quite clear from the tragic story of Aleyamma
Mathew's life and death.
The Indian diasporic community in the United States is both different from and similar to Indians living in India;while Indian Americans have assimilated in some ways, they have also attempted to retain
their cultural identity. Although many Hindu Indian Americans celebrate the holidays of Halloween, Thanksgiving, and Christmas, they
also maintain contact with Indian cultureby building Hindu temples,
celebratingHindu festivals, and learning the Hindu scriptures.Indian
Christiansin the United States, like many Asian Americans,have their
own churches with sermons presented in Indian languages. Some of
the ways in which all IndianAmericans- Hindu, Christian,and Muslim - maintaintheir culturalidentity is by speaking Indian languages
at home, eating Indian food, wearing Indian clothing at home or for
special occasions, visiting India periodically, and associating with
other Indians.
Aleyamma Mathew was a member of the Indian diasporic community. Her experiences with violence and abuse in her marriage are
symptomatic of the looming problem of domestic violence among
members of the South Asian community living in the United States.
Given the scant media coverage of the issue of domestic violence, the
DallasObserver'sin-depth story on the murder of Aleyamma Mathew
is significant. Responding to the story in the Observer,a reader comments in a letter to the editor "Yourarticlewas extremelythought-provoking and filled me with many emotions. Sympathy for the victims,
rage at the perpetrator,abhorrenceat the act, and anger at myself for
projectingan unrealistic,idyllic view of the Asian community."18
The Dallas ObserverConstructsAleyamma:
The Shaping of the "Other"
The story in the Observeris one of the first attempts made by a
publication in the United States to go beyond the cursory few lines
accorded to such deaths in the crime news section of mainstream
newspapers. Approximately eight months after Aleyamma's death,
the DallasMorningNews, on January22, 1993,19published a brief article discussing Mathew Varughese'sconviction by the court for killing
his wife. An even briefer article was published by TheAtlantaJournal
and Constitutionthe following day.20The Dallas Observer'sdetailed
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treatmentof the story,which ran to nine pages, is definitely proof of
this weekly's stance as an alternativemagazine.
The story behind Aleyamma's death is vividly described by journalist RebeccaSherman,who avoids the usual dry and detached style
of writing and instead constructs,in a very literaryand fictional style,
the events that led to Aleyamma's death. Congratulatingher for her
thought-provokingstory,one reader,JorgePinada, responds in a letter
to the editor,"Ijust wanted to congratulateyou [the DallasObserver],or
rathercompliment you, on your article.RebeccaSherman'snear-invisible presence allowed the story to unfold on its own."21Apart from an
engaging style, Shermanalso takes the troubleto unearthfacts and statistics on "brideburning"in India, provide a historicalbackground to
Aleyamma's life, and interview a wide range of sources to piece
together the complex threadsof the story.
What is troubling,however, is that while writing in the third person, especially in a fictional style, allows for greater creativity and
imagination in constructing a story, it erases the subjective nature of
the interpretationof events and gives the reporterthe power to establish objective, "normative"reality.22By writing in the third person,
Sherman'streatmentof Aleyamma's death as an inevitable and logical
consequence of her being an Indian gains legitimacy and a sense of
"truthness."23
The third-personnarrationconceals Sherman'sinterpretive role and enables the readerto accept more easily her incrimination
of Indian culture as the sole motivating factorfor Mathew Varughese's
criminalaction.And it is through this emphasis on Indian culture that
the "Other"is constructed as a victim of a non-Westernculture, the
essence of which is the brutaloppression of women.
The headlines on the cover page of the DallasObserverof April 15,
1993 declare: "Batteredby her husband, Parkland Nurse Aleyamma
Mathew remained true to her culture. In the end she became its victim." In this construction,Aleyamma's death becomes a synecdoche
for Indian culture.By establishingat the outset that Aleyamma's situation is unique to her culture,the story ensures that the readeris given a
glimpse of the savage culture of India, a strategy that "exoticizes"
Aleyamma's predicament. Roland Barthes identifies the problem
inherentin confrontingdifferenceand writes, "How can one assimilate
the Negro, the Russian?There is here a figure for emergencies: exoticism. The Otherbecomes a pure object,a spectacle,a clown."24
Such objectificationand exoticization of non-Westerncultures is
not recent;it has a long history dating back to Europeancolonization
of Asia. By objectifyingAsian peoples and investing them with "savage," "primitive" or child-like qualities, the benevolent colonialists
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justified their imperialisticrule for hundreds of years. Peter Dahlgren
and SumitraChakrapanitrace the historicalorigins of the tendency of
Westernculture to "other"Asian or African people and observe that
"Theorigins of such perceptionscan be tracedback to the colonial and
imperial legacy which Europe and America imposed on these societies. For centuries, 'the native' has been seen as sorely deficient in
civilization.... In transformingthird world societies, often by force,
into instruments to serve their will, Westernersassured themselves of
their cultural superiority."25
In defining and describingthe "other,"there is often a tendency to
draw on stereotypes, regardless of how irrelevantor erroneous these
representationsmight be for the particularinstance. For example, the
cover of the DallasObserverdepicts a painting of a Hindu woman with
a bindi (dot/mark) on her forehead,when in fact Aleyamma,an Indian
Christian,featured in the photographs inside, did not wear a bindi.26
The Indianwoman on the cover is also shown wearing white to signify
an Indian widow, when in reality it was Mathew, Aleyamma's husband, who was left the widower. Additionally,it is also ironic that the
widow is shown wearing the bindi when, in fact, accordingto the traditional custom in India,widows do not wear a bindi.
The cover also proclaims Aleyamma to be a "Burning Bride"
when in reality she had been marriedfor over two decades and hardly
qualified as a "bride."27The term "burning bride" is a problematic
phrase that has been used by Indian media and Indian researchersto
discuss "dowry deaths," that is, the deaths of young married women
in India who are in many cases suspected to have been killed by husbands and husbands' relatives for bringing insufficient dowry.28In a
book titled BridesAre Not For Burning,RanjanaKumari analyzes the
phenomenon of "dowry deaths" in India; she examines the nature of
harassment suffered by young wives from dowry demands that continue after marriageand she traces the history of legislation enacted to
curb the problem29Yetanotheressay, "TheBurningBride:The Dowry
Problem in India," by Wanda Teays, studies the religious basis for
dowry in India, the historical antecedents for dowry, dowry legislation, and feminist attempts to stop "dowry deaths."30Discussing the
use of the phrase "burningbride" to describe "dowry deaths," Willigen and Channawrite, "Thewoman is typically burned to death with
kerosene, a fuel used in pressurized cook stoves, hence the use of the
term 'bride burning' in public discourse."31Clearly the term "burning
bride" has a specific connection with dowry and with the death of
young women who suffer at the hands of mercenaryhusbands soon
after their marriage. The inappropriate association of Aleyamma's
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death with "dowry deaths" through the phrase "burningbride" is an
example of how Westernmedia use popular phraseswithout considering the implicationsand history behind these phrases.32
The distortions in the Observer'srepresentationof Aleyamma are
not merely mistakes committedby oversight but rathermanifestations
of how different stereotypical images of Indian women overlap and
merge in Westernmedia discourse.33What influences the collapsing of
these different circumstances by the Observer?Sander Gilman's
insightful observationsregardingthe psychology behind stereotyping
might give us a clue: "Qualitiesassigned to the Otherreadily form patterns with little or no relationshipto any external reality.Since all of
the images of the Other derive from the same deep structure,various
signs of difference can be linked without any recognition of inappropriateness, contradictoriness,or even impossibility."34Making a similar observation,WahneemaLubiano,who conducted a textual analysis
of media coverage of the ClarenceThomas hearings, finds that in the
process of "othering"illogical links are often made.35 Citing media
representations of Anita Hill as both lesbian and spured woman,
Lubiano writes, "That lesbian and spured woman cannot be rationally linked together simply means that a debased discourse doesn't
carewhether the terms of "othering"are logical or not."36Throughthe
contradictoryrepresentationsof Aleyamma (bride/widow), her figure
becomes a blurredset of metaphorssuch as "victim,""dot on the forehead," and "burning,"all of which mask the facts and concreterealities
of her life.
Aleyamma's "Indianness"is subtly reinforcedby the beginning of
the story: "AleyammaMathew's kitchen filled with the pungent scent
of curry as she stirred the mixture of chili powder, turmeric, ginger,
kariapala leaves, and chicken in hot oil. Her mother in India had
taught her how to make curry,and she always added a little extra chili
powder to make it spicy ..." (11). The words "spicy" and "curry" are

two terms among a host of others such as "saris," "yoga," "snake
charmers,"and "Kama Sutra"that have come to stand for India in
popular Westerndiscourse.37In a survey of freshmen university students at Indiana University,one of the ways in which students characterized India was "a place where the foods are very spicy" and "people
wear dots between their eyes."38Cecil, Pranav,and Takacsnote that
media representationsof India shape people's perceptions of India in
these ways and people's perceptionsin turn shape the course of future
media representations,in an endless cycle.39
It is interestingthat the first image of Aleyamma portrayed to the
reader is one of a domestic housewife, when the writer could have
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begun with a description of her day at the hospital as a professional
nurse. ContrastingAleyamma'spersonal life with her professionallife,
RebeccaShermanwrites:
Although Aleyamma earned a good salary - more than $35,000a
year - and had won the respectof doctors and nurses in a decade
of service as a registerednurse at Parklandhospital,when she came
home she was a traditionalIndian wife. After work she took off her
white nurse's tunic and pants and covered her body in a full-length
pabada,or cotton skirt, over which she slipped a shorter cotton
gown. At home, she only spoke Malayalam,the official language in
her native state of Kerala.(11)

"Traditional"
here is quite clearlyequated to wearing traditionalIndian
attireand speaking one's native language, equations that are made due
to Westernnotions of what constitutes"traditional"and "modem."The
possibility that people from non-Westernculturesmay wear traditional
clothing and yet not espouse the traditionalpatriarchalvalues of their
cultureis not even a consideration- in fact such an outlook overlooks
the fact that many feminist activists in India today wear saris and are
committed to fighting oppression against women within traditional
patriarchalstructures.Pointing out the problems with using Western
standardsof evaluation in writing about thirdworld women, Chandra
Mohanty observes "Legal,economic, religious, and familial structures
are treatedas phenomena to be judged by Westernstandards.It is here
that ethnocentricuniversalitycomes into play."40
The urge to stress the culturalaspects of violence in non-Western
culturesoften leads to sweeping statementsthat tend to treatpeople of
the culture as homogeneous. It is disturbing that the phrase "Like
..."

other Indian immigrants/women

is frequently used in the

description of specific characteristicsof Aleyamma's life to produce a
monolithic concept of the Indian community.Aleyamma, as an Indian
Christian,was a member of a minority community among Indians, a
majorityof whom are Hindus, in India as well as in the United States.
Yetthe story in the Observersuggests that Aleyamma "LikeotherIndian
immigrants[my emphasis] wore her best silk saris to church [my
emphasis] on Sundays...." (11). A majorityof the Indian immigrants
in the United States who are Hindu do not go to church but to Hindu
temples - it would have been more appropriatein this case to say,
"Like other Christian Indian immigrants ...41 Similarly, Sherman also

observes that "Indianwomen"do not date, "Indianwomen"never reject
marriageproposals, and that "everyIndianfamily" (12) worries about
unmarried daughters (all italics are my emphasis). Universalizing
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Aleyamma's experiences, the Observer casts all Indian women as a
homogenous social group characterized by what Chandra Mohanty
calls "common dependencies" and "powerlessness."42 Such a universalization denies "historical specificity" to the experiences of particular
Indian women who have different experiences based on the structures
of caste, class, geographic location, and religion within which they are
located.43 Sweeping and universalizing statements regarding the social
lives of women in India also produce static images of a country; for
example, while it is true that dating is not an established social ritual in
India as it is the West and that many marriages are arranged, it is also
true that the situation has changed over the past two decades.
Apart from attributing universal qualities to the diverse Indian
community, the tendency to homogenize also leads to some serious
errors. Sherman contends that dowries are not common "among Christians in South India" (14), when in fact the prevalence of the dowry
system among certain groups of Christians in South India is quite well
known. Christians in South India constitute a heterogeneous group,
with wide differences based on class, the caste to which they belonged
before conversion, and the region they come from. In a study of Christians in Kerala (the state Aleyamma Mathew came from), Mathew
Kurian, who makes a distinction between Syrian Christians and other
denominations of Christians, writes that Syrian Christians are those
Christians who originally belonged to the Brahmin and other upper
castes, while a majority of the other Christians in Kerala belonged to
the lower castes.44 A distinction between these two groups of Christians, Kurian notes, is the strong prevalence of the dowry system
among Syrian Christians.45 Making a similar observation about Syrian
Christians in Kerala, another scholar, George Kurian, also notes,
"Among Syrian Christians dowry by the parents of the daughters is a
custom which is very strong."46 Thus the practice of dowry varies
across Christian denominations in South India. It is therefore critical
that writers and reporters specify which groups they are describing
when writing about social practices such as dowry in India.
Discussing Aleyamma's familiarity with English, Sherman makes
the statement, "Likeother Indian immigrants, she struggled with written
English" (14) (emphasis mine). While this may be true of some Indian
immigrants who come to the United States to open businesses or to seek
employment in manufacturing and technical areas, if Sherman had
taken the trouble to get some facts on this issue, she would have learned
that a majority of Indians who come to the United States do speak and
write English fairly well. When India was a British colony English was
established as a medium of instruction and as a consequence, schools
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and universitiescontinue to offerEnglishas the language of instruction
today.47Largenumbers of Indians who come to the United States for
highereducationthereforearrivewith previousknowledge of English.48
To firmly ground Aleyamma's death within Indian traditionand
culture,the practiceof Sati is described early on in the story,and a connection is established between Sati and "brideburning."Aleyamma's
death is invoked as an inevitable and irreversible conclusion to an
Indian woman's life: "AleyammaMathew may have been fated to die
by fire"(11). Sati, or "widow burning,"is identified as an earlierform
of wife burning or "brideburning."Shermansuggests an organic and
traditional link between Sati and wife burning when she notes that
"Satiwas outlawed in the late 1800s,and only a handful of cases have
been reportedin the last two decades. Yet the traditionof wife burning
continues" (11). Describing Sati, Sakuntala Narasimhan writes, "...
sati in popular usage has now come to mean a woman who burns herself along with the body of her deceased husband."49"Brideburning,"
as described earlier in this paper, is a contemporaryphenomenon in
which young married women are burnt to death for not bringing a
large enough dowry to the homes of their husbands. It is difficultto see
how Sati and "brideburning"are connected except for the superficial
"burning"element - the burning of a widow took place for reasons
completely different from the reasons that married women (not widows) are burnt by their husbands today. In addition, it is also important to note that Sati, unlike "dowry death," is an uncommon practice
in India today.50
LinkingSati,an older practice,to wife burningor "brideburning,"
a more widely prevalent,contemporarypractice,throughthe use of the
word "tradition,"locates the murder of Indian women solely within
religious discourse and Hindu traditions.51Yet dowry deaths, which
are on the increasein India today,are much more complex phenomena
than merely a continuationof Hindu traditions.Defining the common
understandingof dowry, WandaTeays writes, "In an everyday sense,
the term dowry means the propertythat a bride brings with her at the
time of marriage."52While the giving of dowry at the time of marriage
exists in various forms in South Asia, within the specific context of
India where the problem of "dowry deaths" is particularlyprevalent,
the origin of the system of dowry has been difficultto trace.Attempting
to searchas far back as possible in Hindu texts, Teaysobserves "Itis not
clear how the dowry system evolved, but it reached expression in the
early compendium of sacred laws titled Laws of Manu, which
described the eight forms of marriage."53S. J. Tambiah,an Indian
scholarnoted for his researchon dowry and women's propertyrights,
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explains the traditionalHindu view of dowry as "propertygiven to the
daughter to take with her into marriage."54While the source of the
dowry system in India can be located within Hinduism, it is must be
noted that afterindependence the problemof "dowry deaths"has been
on the increase. The economic stratificationproduced by British colonialism that favoredthe upper classes/castes, the economic devastation
left behind aftercolonialism,and the uneven development of ruraland
urbanareashave all contributedto the increasein the numberof dowry
deaths. In India, a thirdworld country in which a majorityof the population is poor, dowry has come to be seen as a quick and easy way for
families to procuremoney.WandaTeayssuggests that "Ironically,Western values may be partially responsiblefor the dowry system turning
into a violent mutationof consumerism."55"Dowry death"must be recognized as a problem that has been exacerbatedby India's transition
towards a capitalisticeconomy in which the lower and lower middle
classes have been marginalized.
Thus, modernity, capitalism, upward mobility, increasing consumerism, the spread of education among both men and women,
unemployment, and the fact that women are joining the workforce in
increasingnumbers are all factorsthat have played critical roles in the
problem of "dowry deaths."56By concentratingon "Indiantradition"
alone the story neglects the role of other socioeconomic conditions that
contribute to the problem of "dowry deaths" or "bride burning."
While the Observer'soversimplificationof the "bride burning" problem in India is significant, what is more serious is that not only is
Aleyamma Mathew's death, which did not involve the issue of dowry,
connected to "brideburning"but also that "brideburning"is unproblematicallylinked to Sati. In the Observer'sstory about Aleyamma, it is
quite appropriateto discuss various forms of violence against women
in India to show how "burning"is a particularform of violence; however, it is erroneous to conflate these forms of violence and to incorrectly label her as a "burning bride." The practice of Sati has been
widely debated and discussed in Westerndiscourse (especially in the
media and academia) as a prime example of women's oppression in
India.As a result of this focus, all burning becomes Sati and all women
in India are constantly trying to escape the clutches of Sati. Geeta
Patel, an Indian feminist scholar,describes a conversation with a colleague who was curious whether Geeta had left India for the United
States to save herself from being burnt through the practice of Sati.57
Commenting on the image of the "archetypalvictim, the burnt bride,"
Patel observes:
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What I found curious about the figure of the burntwoman (including in my encounterwith my colleague) was the tenacious hold she
seemed to have on the representationalpossibilities open to Indian
women. But strikingat her to dislodge her was like tilting at a medieval straw woman. Like the ghost image from some fantasy, she
manifestedwhen someone took aim at her,but disappeared immediately after.At the same time, because she was treated as though
she were "real,"each time she reappearedshe acquiredthe solidity
often possessed by "orientalist"colonial stereotypes.58
In the obsessive focus on Sati, the specific context of the violence surrounding Aleyamma's death disappears and is replaced by the allencompassing figure of the "burnt woman" represented in discourses
on Sati. This ensures that Indian women become "not like us" to the
non-Indian reader and helps establish a distance between the victim's
life and the reader's life.
Because the Observersensationalizes Aleyamma's death as a possible future for all Indian women it precludes the possibility of looking
at Indian women in other ways. On the first page of the story, where
Rebecca Sherman tries to reconstruct the events that took place on the
day Aleyamma died, she writes "Aleyamma had to work early the
next morning, so she prepared for bed. But before going to sleep this
night, Aleyamma would repeat again what no Indian woman, even in
America, says without repercussions: she would tell her husband no"
(11) (Aleyamma had said no to her husband's decision to take the family back to India). In this construction all Indian women are made to
appear passive and the consequence of defying men is cast as commonplace and always predictable. After forecasting a dismal future for
all Indian women who would "say no" to their husbands, the story
briefly describes how Aleyamma died and then goes on to establish the
inevitability of "death by fire" for all Indian women. The tendency of
Western culture, including the media, to focus on the category of
"Indian women" primarily as victims of Sati and "bride burning" prevents discussions of them as possessing human agency. For instance,
toward the end of the story, Sherman writes that Aleyamma's Indian
co-workers had spotted a brief story in the MetroCrest News on
Aleyamma's death (20). The story in the MetroCrestNews reported that
police investigators were considering the possibility of "arson" as a
reason for her death. Aleyamma's co-workers, who were familiar with
Mathew Varughese's history of wife abuse, were worried that he
would get away scott free; they sent a copy of the article to the MetroCrest News reporter with a message that urged him to investigate
Mathew Varughese as the person responsible for Aleyamma's death
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(20). These Indian women, Aleyamma's co-workers and friends, were
determined that Mathew Varughese should face retribution for his
crime. The story of Aleyamma's death would have taken on a different
"frame" had it begun by discussing the actions of these women and the
support they extended to Aleyamma during difficult times when
Mathew Varughese abused her.59
Lata Mani, an Indian feminist scholar who analyzes British colonial accounts of Sati in India, discusses the construction of Indian
woman as victims of certain cultural practices in Western discourse. She
discusses reductive representations of Indian women within accounts
of Sati and articulates the consequences of such representations:
Such a constrained and reductive notion of agency discursively
positions women as objectsto be saved - never as subjectswho act,
even if within extremelyconstrainingsocial conditions. This representation of Indian women has been fertile ground for the elaboration of discourses of salvation, in the context of colonialism,
nationalism,and more recently,Westernfeminism.60
The Dallas Observer portrays Aleyamma Mathew as the helpless
victim of a patriarchal Indian culture that annihilates women. The
overwhelming focus on this depiction fails to bring into the foreground the efforts she made to be economically independent, her
struggles to escape her abusive situation, and her courageous attempts
to protect her children from their father's abuse.61
Aleyamma left her husband several times and even consulted a
lawyer about getting a divorce - actions that are hard to take for
Indian women far away from the familial ties and support structures
available to them in India. Describing the situations of women from
South Asia in the United States, Sayantani Dasgupta writes, "Bereft of
this supportive network in the unfamiliar culture of the U.S., immigrant women are too often alone and resourceless in the face of adversity. Furthermore, fear of social sanction and family shame ensnare
South Asian women facing violence."62 Given that the stigma of
divorce still remains very strong in the Indian community,
Aleyamma's act is noteworthy, despite the fact that she returned to her
husband. Instead of viewing Aleyamma's struggles within the specific
context of her situation as a South Asian woman, the Observerchooses
to look at divorce as it takes place within Western culture and fails to
understand the courage it takes for immigrant Asian women in the
United States to divorce their husbands. The Observer describes
Aleyammma as "losing her nerve" about getting a divorce and minimizes her struggles: "Despite it all - despite years of drunken threats
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and vicious beatings - Aleyamma had resolved once again to preserve the traditions of her ancestors and her homeland, whatever the
personal cost" (17).63
The Observersubtly portrays the Varughese children also as victims of "tradition"in describingthe children'srefusal to testify against
their father;"Liketheir mother before them, they are willing to suffer
for their father"(21). The Varughesechildrenhad just lost their mother
and were soon going to lose their only remainingparent.Overlooking
the obvious anxiety of these confused children who were desperately
clinging to their only hope of support and love, the Observerprefers
instead to see their behavioras an extension of their mother's suffering
as an Indian woman. By emphasizing the cultural aspects of
Aleyamma's murder,the Observerfails to bring forth other issues that
may have been as relevantto her murderas the dark side of Indianculture. It also fails to provide informationthat could be of criticaluse to
Indianwomen trapped in abusive relationships.
Consequences of Othering:The ObserverNeglects CriticalIssues
Throughout the story of Aleyamma's married life in the Dallas
Observerthere are recurringreferencesto Mathew Varughese'salcoholism. Even before their marriage twenty years previously, Mathew
Varughesehad a reputationfor drinking, and the problem only worsened afterhe came to the United States.The DallasObservergraphically
describes Varughese's drinking habits and the violence that ensued
after heavy bouts of alcohol consumption. In one particularlygrisly
incident that took place in October 1988, when Aleyamma's nephew
came to her rescue after the children phoned him, the description of
Aleyamma's condition is particularlymoving: "Bloodstreamedfrom a
gash on her nose and from a bald patch on her head where hair had
been ripped out. Her three daughters surrounded her.... Reijicould
smell the alcohol on his uncle's breathfrom several feet away. Varughese sat in a stupor on the living-room sofa, and there were glasses of
whiskey on the coffee table in front of him" (14). In 1988 and 1989,
Aleyamma's work in the hospital began suffering and she sometimes
came to work with gashes and bruises on her body (16). Mathew's
problem became so acute that he even began physically abusing his
daughters. His drinking, as his daughter's diary indicates, continued
until the day of Aleyamma's death in April 1992 (17). From the
Observer'saccount it is obvious that Mathew became violent under the
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influence of alcohol and at the time of Aleyamma's death the police
found him intoxicated.
In the Observer'streatmentof Mathew's alcoholism, his drinking
problem is emphasized and described in fair amount of detail but as a
parallelstory and not as an integralpart of Aleyamma's life or as a factor that may have exacerbatedexisting problems in their relationship.
The Observerbriefly discusses Mathew's pursuit of wealth and his
desire to acquire possessions; Mathew and his wife clearly disagreed
on matters of how they should spend their money (16). In 1988, when
Mathew wanted to buy a bigger house, Aleyamma wanted to save the
money for their daughters'education. When Mathew decided to buy a
new car it was Aleyamma who went into considerable debt to help
him. Towardthe end of the story,Shermanquotes Mathew complaining about Aleyamma's role as a wife and mother:"She worked all the
time. That'sall she had time for. She didn't take care of me or the children so good anymore" (21). In addition to his complaints about
Aleyamma not spending sufficient time with him, Mathew also felt
dissatisfied with his sexual relationshipwith Aleyamma: "She used to
like to go to the bedroom with me, you know, but she didn't like it so
much anymore"(21). Thus, there were several issues related to financial matters,work pressures,and personal/sexual mattersthat led to a
rift between Aleyammaand her husband. These issues may have influenced Mathew's increased consumption of alcohol; his alcoholism in
turn affectedhis relationshipwith his wife.
In spite of the overwhelming evidence regardingthe influence of
alcohol on Mathew's violent behavior, the DallasObserverchose to let
this issue slip to the background and preferred to put "Sati" and
"Indianculture"on stage. The headlines on the cover page say in large
type, "Batteredby her husband, Parkland Nurse Aleyamma Mathew
remained true to her culture.In the end she became its victim" (my
emphasis). On the first page of the story, across Aleyamma Mathew's
face in even largertype are the words, "By the measure of Indiantradition, Mathew Varughese'swife made two mistakes:she gave him only
daughters and she dared to tell him no. She paid for it with her life"
(my emphasis). Spread across the first two pages of the story are the
words "Aleyamma's Pyre," which invoke a strong association with
Sati.The first boxed statement(white letters in a blackbox) in the story,
featured on the third page, reads, "Thereis still a concept of woman
having to suffer in orderto keep our home traditionsalive." The article
also begins with descriptionsof Aleyamma cooking "curry"and being
a "traditionalIndian wife" when she came home after work. The text
on the first page of the story, right after a brief description of
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Aleyamma's death, describes Sati and "bride burning" in India in a
very problematicway. The threeheadlines that announce the story and
the way the story itself begins highlight the role of Indian culture in
perpetratingAleyamma's murder and thus render Varughese's alcoholism marginal.
The problem of alcoholism, one of the most important factors in
the battering of many women in the United States by husbands or
boyfriends,64obviously could not be a factor in Aleyamma's death
the choice of "exoticizing"her death proved irresistible.Researchon
the link between domestic violence and alcoholism shows that while
alcoholism does not cause violence, "a strong link between alcohol use
and physical abuse of wives does exist."65MurrayStraus and Glenda
Kantor'sresearchindicates that in one out of four cases of wife abuse,
alcohol was consumed immediately before the violent act,66and they
point out that while alcohol does not cause violence, heavy drinking
allows men to be violent in order to assert power and control.67Ann
Jones and Susan Schechteralso maintain that alcohol and drugs can be
used by men as an excuse to attack women without feeling "guilt or
remorse."68

I an not proposing here that the Observershould have laid the
blame for Aleyamma's death on alcoholism instead of on Indian culture.Instead,I would like to suggest that the Observercould have problematized Mathew's alcoholism and looked for its embeddedness
within other financialand interpersonalproblems the couple was facing. It is both troubling and painful that in the urge to make
Aleyamma'sdeath exotic, the Observerdid not examine Mathew'salcoholism as a symptom of problemsthat had been simmering in the relationship for many years.
The Observer'sportrayalof Aleyamma's death becomes intelligible only by portraying her as (1) the victim of a blatantly patriarchal
culture where wives who say no to husbands are burnt, and (2) as the
victim of the practice of Sati. Such a framing of Aleyamma's death
enables the Observerto sensationalizethe event and to portrayit as out
of the ordinaryand deviant.
Media critic Todd Gitlin explains the concept of "media framing"
and writes that these frames are unavoidable because they "enable
journalists to process large amounts of informationquickly and routinely:to recognize it as information,to assign to it cognitive categories,
and to package it for efficientrelay to their audiences."69He also adds
that stories that do not fit neatly into the accepted reality can be channeled into frames that convey some sort of deviance. Standardnews
values tend to skew the coverage of minoritieswhose "difference"can
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be attributedto cultureand exploited to provoke "horror"in readers.It
is not surprising,therefore,that mainstreamnewspapers like the Dallas
Morning News do not even mention Varughese's alcoholism and
instead focus only on the "Indian culture" aspect of the death. The
MorningNews writes that prosecutorsmade a point of attributingthe
cause of Aleyamma's death to the dispute between the couple over
going back to India.70Discussing the defense, the newspaper observes:
"Defense attorneys at one point suggested that the woman's death
might have been suicide, based on the ancient Indian custom of immolation, which is now outlawed in that country. Immolation required
widows to throw themselves on their dead husbands' burning funeral
pyres."71Once again, Aleyamma'sdeath unquestioninglybecomes one
more event in the pageant of Sati. The Observergives us additional
informationabout the prosecutors:"Convincedthat Varughese'snative
culture played a key role in his decision... the prosecutionsummoned
an expert in Indian cultureto testify about the prevalenceof wife burning in India" (20). The prosecution, the defense, and the Observerall
invoke culture as the cause of Aleyamma's death and thus there is
overwhelming consensus among the media and the courts regarding
the role of Indian traditionin Varughese'smurderof Aleyamma.
One question stayed with me after I finished reading the story of
Could Aleyamma have sought proAleyamma's death in the Observer:
fessional help or support for her problems?Although Aleyamma had
close relatives living in the area, the stigma of separation or divorce
often makes women suffer in private. Sayantani Dasgupta discusses
the different problems faced by South Asian women in the United
States and comments, "Furthermore,fear of social sanction and family
shame ensnare South Asian women facing violence in a web of silent
suffering."72Aleyamma's situation thus raises an extremely important
issue of practical significance for women who may be victims of
domestic violence, an issue that is not even discussed by the Observer:
Wherecan South Asian women in Aleyamma'ssituation seek help? Are
there any support groups or women's groups that can address her
needs, which may be differentfrom those of Westernwomen? It is the
omission of such critical informationin an otherwise in-depth article
that I find indicative of the Observer's superficial interest in
Aleyamma's death. Although the story contains a brief quote from
Anannya Bhattacharjee,who works with Sakhi, a South Asian
women's organization,thereis no descriptionof the effortsof this organization to help immigrantSouthAsian women in abusive situations.73
Even though these organizationsare located far from Dallas, some services may still be obtained by phone or mail: personal counseling, job
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counseling, legal assistance, and advice on immigration.74Describing
these organizationsand their activitieswould probablyhave destroyed
the image of Indian women as helpless submissive victims, an image
that the Observeris so bent on portraying.
Sakhi in New Yorkand Manaviin New Jerseywere the first organizations to break the silence surrounding the issue of domestic violence in the South Asian community. Describing the goals of their
organization, Sakhi's mission statement says "Our main concern is
domestic violence within our community.Our aim is to support and
empower battered women."75 Manavi's mission is to "empower
women of South Asian descent through awareness of social rights and
bringing about social changes"and it is also committed to eliminating
violence against women.76An indication of the success of their efforts
is the help Sakhi gave to an Indian woman who tried to escape from a
husband who physically and mentally tormentedher for not bringing
a good dowry.77This woman sought help from Sakhi on the advice of
her sister who had seen a flier advertisingthe organization.She praises
their efforts and comments, "They really understood what I'm going
through.Theirbeing Indian reallyhelped."78
Omitting useful informationabout organizationsthat offer help to
South Asian women has unintended consequences.An Indian woman
(an acquaintanceof mine) who happened to read about Aleyamma's
death in the Observer,when asked to react to it, said, "Oh, that's terrible, but what could she do? She has nowhere to go and nobody could
have helped her - it's such a disgraceto ask people you know for help
in this situation." It is precisely this problem that the Dallas Observer
could address if it were even the slightest bit interested in assisting
other women who might be facing Aleyamma's problems ratherthan
merely increasingits circulation.
The Observer,like most media organizations, is not genuinely
interested in helping women - if it were, it undoubtedly would have
at least discussed these women's groups and their efforts to help
women in Aleyamma's situation. The media, in their coverage of the
third world, prefer to highlight and sensationalize disaster and death
rather than provide positive information.As we have seen, this tendency influences the coverage of diasporic peoples from third world
countries living in the United States.
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Conclusion
The Dallas Observer,in covering the murder of Aleyamma
Mathew, a person from a non-Westernculture, failed to adopt a culturally sensitive attitude that would have led to a story that was less
stereotyped, less "Orientalist,"and a more accurate portrayal of
Aleyamma's situation.79To enable readersto process informationeasily, the printed media sensationalize problematic incidents and often
revert to stereotypical representations.Frequently,this results in distortion, factual errors,and, more seriously,the suppression or marginalization of some criticalaspects that may be relevant to the problem.
As a feminist, media coverage of domestic violence is particularly
disturbingto me because it can often cause furtherproblems for South
Asian women. When the media trace the causes of domestic violence
to certain practices in a culture, without looking at other factors, the
community is often offended and may even ostracize the woman for
talking to journalists. Blaming the culture and not paying enough
attentionto other issues can only encourageapathy toward these problems. The media also fail to be socially responsible in their urge to
exoticize these incidents of domestic violence and to portray women
like Aleyamma as archetypalvictims of their culture.As a consequence
they often do not provide practicalinformation that can be useful to
other women who may find themselves in Aleyamma's situation.
The media should also be careful in attributing violence in the
family only to cultural practicesthat exist within the community.The
Observercould have taken the trouble to verify the exact definitions of
Sati, "bride burning," and wife burning before it associated
Aleyamma's death with these practices.An in-depth story like the one
analyzed in this paper also warrants much more careful research to
ascertainfacts regardingthe Indian community on religious practices,
language, and regional differences.
In writing about people from a country/subcontinent as diverse
as India, which is characterizedby very complex caste, class, regional,
and religious differences,journalists must tread very carefully when
they use the adjective "Indian"to produce a homogenous image. The
frequentuse of this word is no doubt unavoidable, but it would probably not hurt to verify if the use is indeed appropriate.It would also be
advisable to avoid slipping into easy generalizations.As far as possible, if specific informationcan be found about people, events or phenomena, specifics should be preferredover generalizations.
Geeta Patel proposes one strategy to question or problematize
generalizationsthat homogenize and createa distance between readers
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and the subjectsof discussion.80Takinga paragraphfrom a story in the
New YorkTimeson abuse of women,81 specifically "dowry deaths" in
India, she suggests a reading strategythat could turn us "fromreaders
positioned as outsiders prurientlyperusing tales of horrorfrom other
cultures, to readerswho begin to 'reversethe gaze.'"82The paragraph
she examines in The New YorkTimesreads: "In India's system of
arranged marriages,the bride is often regarded as a source of dowry
income and in some cases little more than a servant in her husband's
family home."83Suggesting that we momentarilyimagine this to a be a
story about the United Statesin the Indian media, Patel asks us to substitute "U.S."for "India"in the first paragraph.With a few additional
word changes, it would then read, "In the U.S. system of marriages,
the bride is often regardedas a source of income and is in some cases
little more than a servant in her husband's home."84This substitution,
she argues, would then produce a generic statement about all women
in the United States,a statementthat would devalue all women in this
country in a frozen and static manner. Patel also analyzes a second
paragraphin the same story, which reads: "Mothers-in-lawoften put
the most pressure on the young woman, who has no protector in a
marriagecontractedwithout love. Indian husbands and wives do not
meet until the wedding day, and .. .85 Here she points out that operative phrases such as "India's system of arranged marriages,""marriage contracted without love," and "Indian husbands and wives,"
serve to subtly "create and reinforce the chasm between India and
other countries/cultures."86Patel's reading strategy, if judiciously
used, illustrates one way that writers and journalists can turn questions back on themselves to challenge generalizationsthat homogenize
and distance cultures.
The issue of representing non-Western cultures in media discourses of the West brings up certain problems that need to be
addressed: exoticizing, producing essentialist notions of a culture,
homogenizing diverse and specific experiences, and rendering nonWestern people as passive, among others. It is difficult to point out
quick and formulaic ways of achieving that fine balance between
acknowledging culturalspecificitiesand stereotypingin various forms
of writing on non-Westerncultures.To consider the example of covering domestic violence in the media, it is important to rememberthat
while certain"traditions"within culturesdo play a role in perpetrating
violence against women, one must also examinehow relevantthese traditions are for each specificcase. It is not wrong to describethe violence
inflicted on women in the name of "tradition"but it is a colonialist
move to cast "culture"and "tradition"as primarilyresponsiblefor such
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violence and to ignore other factors.ChandraMohantyraises the issue
of the problematic manner in which cultural explanations for third
world women's oppression are found in Westernfeminist writing. She
suggests that one way of avoiding reductionistic analyses of third
world women's oppression is through "careful, politically focused,
local analyses."87PraisingMariaMies's work on the lacemakersof Narsapur in India,88Mohantyobserves that Mies avoids the simplification
of the lacemakers' situation by resisting cultural explanations as the
sole factorsfor women's oppressionas "women,"as "housewives,"and
as "laborers,"and instead examines how sociocultural elements are
harnessedby a hegemonic,exploitativeworld market.
In the case of the story covering Aleyamma's death in the
Observer,the writer's move to frame violence against Indian women
within the family setting as originatingfrom "Sati"or "brideburning"
- regardless of the precise relevance of these forms of violence for
Aleyamma's death - is an exoticizing and ahistoricrhetoricalgesture.
Generalizing from Aleyamma's situation by using phrases such as
"Indian women," "like other Indian women," and "no Indian
woman," produces images of Indianwomen as a "homogeneous sociological grouping characterizedby common dependencies and powerlessness."89Justas it is criticalto not seek "Indianculture"alone as the
primaryreason for the violence sufferedby Aleyamma, it is also crucial
to avoid being ethnocentricwhen interpretingthe actions/customs/
clothing of people from other cultures. Both the focus on culture as an
"exoticizing"move and the dismissal of genuine cultural differences
are problems that can be addressed only by giving up the notion of
Westernculture and Westernways as superiorand as the "normative"
basis of human society.
Given the pressures of deadlines at media institutions it is
undoubtedly difficult for reporters to find the time to do thorough
researchand to carefullyedit their stories. The problemof finding time
is particularlydifficult for reporterswho cover events on a daily basis.
In the case of featurestories, such as the story on Aleyamma's death in
the Observer,which appeared a year after Aleyamma's death, writers
have a little more time because they are not bound by hourly and daily
deadlines. The problem of biased media coverage of non-Westerncultures is not one that will disappearovernight.A long-termapproachto
this problem will have to take into account the way journalists are
being trained in classrooms, especially regarding the coverage of
issues related to minorities in the United States and the third world.
An awareness of the West's colonial history - in the economic and
social spheres - and of the ways in which non-Westerncultures were
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rendered "primitive" and "barbaric"in order to justify colonialism
would help to make futurejournalistswary of stereotyping as well as
ethnocentrism.Exposure to the writings of third world scholars such
as ChandraMohanty,who has systematicallydismantled the construction of "thirdworld woman" in Westernfeminist discourse, will go a
long way in pointing out to students ways in which writers unconsciously and subtly produce binary oppositions between Westernculture and other cultures, oppositions that serve to reinforce the
superiorityof the West.It is also importantto stress that once students
graduate and go on to take up jobs as reportersand editors, they do
not really leave the classroom since continuous learning is a very
important part of being a journalist. Such learning after leaving the
classroom means continuing the process of remainingup-to-date with
critiques of the media that are generated within the academy. It is in
this realm that academic scholars can take an active part; they can
enable journalists to be familiar with some of the useful critiques of
media representationsand also provide opportunitiesfor dialogue and
conversationbetween media criticsand journaliststhroughworkshops
and conferences.90
It was with this purpose in mind that I sharedmy thoughts on this
story in the DallasObserverwith RebeccaSherman,the journalistwho
I also sent her a copy of an earlierverwrote the story for the Observer.
sion of this paper.My conversationwith Shermangave me the feeling
that it is only through dialogues between feminist scholars and other
institutions, even if such dialogues are only micropolitical forms of
intervention, that we can even hope to provoke reflection on issues
related to women. However, it is importantto rememberthat criticizing the media alone for contributingto the problem of "othering"is
not sufficient;ratherit is the presenceof "othering"in all forms of discourse, including academicdiscourse, that must also be critiqued.
In addressing domestic violence in the media, in the academy,or
in support groups, it is importantto rememberthat it is a problem that
affects women all over the world, of every race, culture, and class.
Going back to the incident in my life that took place at the library,I
would like to suggest that framing the oppression of Indian women
within the parametersof primitive culturalpracticesalone or suggesting that their victimization is much more horrificonly distances their
experiencesfrom the experiencesof other women. In doing this thereis
an implicit assumption that such problems are invisible in the West.
The "othering" of the situation of Indian women facilitates turning
away from the problem of domestic violence in the United States by
projecting it on Indian women. As Anannya Bhattacharjeeof Sakhi
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said in an interview, "The story was written by a person looking down
from above at the Indian community."91 Looking "down" from above
does not help to alleviate the problem of "othering." What is needed is
to look "at" with sensitivity to the specifics of the situation whatever
race, class, gender, or ethnicity issues may be involved.
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I am fully aware of the problemsassociatedwith using the term "thirdworld." It
has been contestedas hierarchicaland derogatory.However,people from postcolonial and developing nations continue to be classified as "third world people"
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Carl Bybee suggests that the news-as-ideology position forces recognition of the
intersectionof power and knowledge. His assertionthat dominationmay be "exercised not simply as coerciveforcebut as throughthe creationof a 'reality'thatnaturalizes the reasonableness and the inevitability of oppression" is particularly
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